LED Stage Lighting

**LED STAGE 4 and 8**

4 & 8- head chase lights
Stage 4: 304 10mm LEDs (160 red, 72 blue, 72 green)
Stage 8: 608 10mm LEDs (320 red, 144 blue, 144 green)
60 degree beam angle
Stage 4: 25W (compare to 200W incandescent)
Stage 8: 50W (compare to 300W incandescent)
POWER: 117V-60Hz
CONTROL: DMX512 (17 channels) Stand Alone

**LED Pro Wash - 3W LED's!**

Indoor/Outdoor

The LED Pro Wash is a professional, energy savings, high power, architectural/entertainment, stage, commercial, club, wash fixture which covers all the applications where smooth, rich color wash is required. Capable of Clean RGB Color mixing, Color Temperature Correction, and is IP-65 Rated.
Specifications:
- LEDs: 24-1w Red LED, 18-3w Green LED, 7-3-w Blue LED
- Voltage: 100-120V AC/60Hz  220-240V/50Hz
- Dimensions: L376XW232XH432mm
- Control: 5 program cues, each can contain 10 scenes with 36 times events set to any clock time!  DMX512, stand alone, scene selection system.  White balance control.  Built-in thermo sensor working under 60 degrees C.

**DMX-LED Wash Tube**

Indoor or Outdoor

With its slender design, the DMX-LED Wash Tubes are perfect for window sills, doorways, bowling alleys and much more! Each unit has 3 "zones" that can be different colors. Bring a little color to your next project!

252 10mm .2W LEDs (108 red, 72 blue, 72 green)
30 degree beam angle
50W (Compare to 200W incandescent)
2 1/2” X 41 1/2”, Outdoor Version: IP65
CONTROL: DMX512 (13 channels) Stand Alone (Sound Active, Auto) M/S (Sound Active, Auto)

**LED Par Cans**

CONTROL:
- Auto-mode with speed control
- Sound-activation mode
- Manual mode with brightness control
- DMX-512 protocol - 255 channels possible
Includes hanging bracket

**DMX-LED Wash Light**

216 LEDs (72 red, 72 blue, 72 green)
CONTROL:
- DMX512 (4 channels) Stand Alone (Sound Active, Auto) M/S (Sound Active, Auto)

Ultra bright LEDs with rich color
Smooth color changing
Color range: RGB color mixing
LED E-Color Panel

Can be operated in 8 bits or 16 bits
The LED E-Color Moving Yoke Panel is also able to pan, tilt, strobe and is dimmable.

LED Moving Yoke (SL-1048)
324 10MM LEDs, 108 red, 108 blue, 108 green
35 degree beam angle
POWER:
100-240V/50-60Hz
POWER CONSUMPTION: 90W (compare to 300W incandescent)
LED DIAMETER: 10mm
CONTROL:
DMX 512 (10 channels), Stand Alone (Sound Active, Auto), M/S (Sound Active, Auto)

Par 56 & 64 Pro DMX

PAR 56 (8.25") - 151 LEDs, 51 red, 51 blue, 49 green
PAR 64 (10") - 151 LEDs, 51 red, 51 blue, 49 green

Ultra bright 10mm LEDs with rich color
Smooth color changing
Color range: RGB color mixing
CONTROL:
DMX-512 protocol, dimmer/strobe, RGB color mixing sound activated

Par 56 & 64 Pro DMX

Par 56 (8.25") - 151 LEDs, 51 red, 51 blue, 49 green
PAR 64 (10") - 151 LEDs, 51 red, 51 blue, 49 green

Ultra bright 10mm LEDs with rich color
Smooth color changing
Color range: RGB color mixing
CONTROL:
DMX-512 protocol, dimmer/strobe, RGB color mixing sound activated

OUTDOOR LED EXCEL - 1W RGB PAR CAN

POWER:  AC90-250V, 50/60Hz  58W
IP RATING: IP66
LEDs: 36 1W LEDs (12 RED, 12 GREEN, 12 BLUE)
BEAM ANGLE: 16°
COMPLIES WITH CE AND ROHS STANDARDS
CONTROL: DMX-512 (5 CHANNELS)
ADJUST, MASTER/SLAVE
UNIT DIMENSIONS: 10.1" x 8.2" x 6.4"
UNIT WEIGHT: 7.7 lb
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 12 lb
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS: 13" x 11" x 10"

LED Pinspot

60 LED’s, 20 red, 20 blue, 20 green
Ultra bright 10mm LEDs with rich color
Smooth color changing
Color range: RGB color mixing
CONTROL:
6 channel DMX-512 protocol, dimmer/strobe, RGB color mixing, sound activated, auto, Stand alone mode

OUTDOOR LED EXCEL - 1W RGB PAR CAN

POWER: AC90-250V, 50/60Hz  58W
IP RATING: IP66
LEDs: 36 1W LEDs (12 RED, 12 GREEN, 12 BLUE)
BEAM ANGLE: 16°
COMPLIES WITH CE AND ROHS STANDARDS
CONTROL: DMX-512 (5 CHANNELS)
ADJUST, MASTER/SLAVE
UNIT DIMENSIONS: 10.1" x 8.2" x 6.4"
UNIT WEIGHT: 7.7 lb
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 12 lb
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS: 13" x 11" x 10"

LED Chameleon

DMX & Master/Slave
Linkable power up to 32 units
86 RGB LED’s:
44 red, 21 blue, 21 green
Weight: 4 lbs
Power: 5W (compare to 50W incandescent)
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